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“I have little patience with scientists who take a board of wood, 
look for its thinnest part, and drill a great number of holes 

where drilling is easy.”         (A. Einstein)

Examples (within gravitational physics) where Gabriele 
looked for the thickest part of the board of wood: 

1. Taking seriously the various possible roles of the string dilaton: 

      Dilaton couplings at large distances  (Taylor-V ’88)

      Pre-big bang scenario (Gasperini-V ’92,….) 
      Dilaton-runaway, quintessence, EP violation (V ’01,

       Gasperini-Piazza-V ’02,….,TD-Piazza-V’02,…)


2. String-black-hole transition (TD-V ’00) 

3. ``Planckian-energy" collision of low-mass string states 
(Amati-Ciafaloni-V ’87-08,  D’Appollonio, Di Vecchia, Russo, Heissenberg,…)



Dilaton couplings at large distances  (Taylor-Veneziano ’88)


Main conclusions: 
at large distances dilatons couple to massive particles  

more strongly than gravity by a factor

and the dilaton couplings violate the (weak) Equivalence Principle (EP)

Physical origin of K>>1:    

g = e�

Possible ways out: a large-enough mass for the dilaton,  
or, string-loop effects having some universality properties  

(TD-Polyakov ’94,Veneziano’01, Gasperini-Piazza-Veneziano’02, TD-Piazza-Veneziano’02,..) 
 



Pre-big bang scenario (Gasperini-V ’92,….) 
``Planckian cosmology » is certainly a thick part of the board of wood of physics:  

high-curvature, strong-coupling, time-dependent (no susy) 
Coping with the «  beginning of time » in a top-down, string-theory based approach
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Crucial conformal transf between string-metric and Einstein-metric
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scale factor
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Pre-big bang scenario

different scenarios

(Figs from Gasperini-Veneziano’02)



The pre-big bang scenario and me

« Pre-big bang bubbles 
from the gravitational instability
of generic string vacua » 
(Buonanno-TD-Veneziano’98)

Study of the generic near-singularity solution of tree-level  
(super)string-gravity (TD-Henneaux’00, TD-Henneaux-Nicolai’02,…) 
chaotic cosmological billiards exhibiting a hidden hyperbolic Kac-Moody 
(E_10,..) structure, fermionic billiards, fermionic bounce (TD-Spindel’14..)

Interaction with A. Buonanno  —> Effective-One-Body (EOB) approach to 
2-body gravitational interaction ->…….—> 2-body scattering (ACV,EOB,….)



Violations of the equivalence principle in a dilaton-runaway scenario (TD-Piazza-Veneziano’02) 

TD-Polyakov ’94

string-loop expansion

of inverse couplings

assume that the coupling functions B_i^-1(Phi) have a universal minimum 
for some value of Phi 

minimum at some finite Phi
minimum at Phi=+ infinity
(V’01, Gasperini-Piazza-V’01)



Observable consequences for dilaton-mediated effects

fixing the VEV of a massless dilaton during the cosmological expansion
in a way that naturally quenches the dilaton’s matter coupling
(« least coupling principle »)

Einstein-frame action
and
Newtonian potential

mA(') = mA(BF ('), Bg('), · · · )

cosmologically attracted to a minimum of m(phi)



Main observable consequence: EP violation

EP violation Post-Newtonian parameter
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String-black-hole transition  
(non-susy, Schwarzschild BH)

S

E=M

black-hole entropy 
S=G M^2 
(Bekenstein’72-Hawking’74)

string entropy 
S= M/Ms  
(Fubini-Veneziano’69)

transition point ? 
(Bowick et al-’87)

Susskind et al 93,97; Horowitz-Polchinski 97; TD-Veneziano’00, Chen-Maldacena-Witten’21 

thermal scalar Euclidean formalism 

study in real Minkowskian space



In spacetime dimension D=d+1
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Expected transition point
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Puzzle  (susskind et al): the radius of a typical excited string state (viewed as 
a random walk made of M/Ms segments of length ell_s) is such that, up 

to the transition point (and in any d) 

self � gravity binding energy

mass
⇠ GNM
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Resolution of puzzle: the size of a typical 
self-gravitating excited string state decreases as g increases 

and becomes of order of the BH radius when M =Ms/g^2 

mass shift of excited string-state due to self-gravity

partition function with fixed 

and

TD-Veneziano’00



Entropy of self-gravitating string states of given energy and rms size

saddle point

GNM

R⇤
⇠ (g2M)2

1 +
p

1 + 3(g2M)2

self-gravity of saddle point in D=3+1 dimensions

Physically appealing for the string-> BH transition,  
but does not clarify what happens to the string states beyond the transition point

M ⇠ Ms

g2transition 
line



``Planckian-energy" collision of low-mass string states 
(Amati-Ciafaloni-V ’87-08,  D’Appollonio, Di Vecchia, Russo, Heissenberg,…)

relevant  
length scales

(Fig from Veneziano-GGI'19)



ACV
(Fig from Veneziano-GGI'19)



In weak gravity region

eikonalisation 
in b space

in D=4 
IR divergent 

Coulomb phaseAcl

~ = 2�(E, b)

2-loop H diagram 
giving the leading 

classical correction 
to the eikonal

string correction 
tidal excitations

ACV’90



Gravitational Bremsstrahlung  from 
ultra-relativistic collisions

(slide from Veneziano-GGI'19)



STARTING FROM 14 SEPT 2015: 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE (GW) DETECTIONS BY

 TWO LIGO (+ VIRGO+KAGRA+…) GW DETECTORS

Virgo (IT)

LIGO  
Hanford

LIGO  
Livingston

KAGRA
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Complete waveforms 
for BBH coalescences: 

Hamiltonian:
conservative

dynamics

Rad Reac Force
Resummed
waveform
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Theoretical need for
improved templates

inspiral

merger
numerical
relativity

ringdown

BH perturbation

1. conservative dynamics
2. radiation reaction force
3. (resummed) waveform



New Angle of Attack on Two-Body Dynamics:
Classical and/or Quantum Two-Body Scattering  

TD 2016, 2017: 

Cheung-Rothstein-Solon 2018

two-loop
G^3+G^4

one-loop
G^2 

one-loop
G^2 
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Quantum Scattering Amplitudes and 2-body Dynamics
• Quantum Scattering Amplitudes —> Potential  
one-graviton exchange :  
Corinaldesi ’56 ‘71,  
 Barker-Gupta-Haracz 66,  
Barker-O’Connell 70, Hiida-Okamura72 

Nonlinear: Iwasaki 71 [First post-Newtonian approx.],  
Okamura-Ohta-Kimura-Hiida 73[2 PN] 

Modern techniques for amplitudes (generalized unitarity; double copy; method of regions; 
IBPs; differential eqs; Bern, Dixon, Dunbar, Carrasco, Johansson, Cachazo et al., Bjerrum-Bohr-
Damgaard-Vanhove-…, Cachazo-Guevara,…) can be used (Damour ’17CheungRothsteinSolon’18) 
to improve the classical 2-body dynamics: need a quantum/classical dictionary.

Amati-Ciafaloni-Veneziano 1987-2008 
Ultra-High-Energy (s >> M_Planck^2)
Four-graviton Scattering at 2 loops

Eikonal phase \delta in D=4
with one- and two-loop corrections
using the Regge-Gribov approach
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Application to the ACV eikonal scattering phase
(massless or ultra-relativistic scattering)
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Amati-Ciafaloni-Veneziano’90+ Ciafaloni-Colferai’14+ Bern et al’20+ DiVecchia et al’20

valid in the HE limit
gamma-> infty
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Using the  chi—> Q dictionary 
this corresponds to the HE limits:
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i.e. an HE limit for the EOB 
mass-shell  condition (TD’18)
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the eight
2-loop diagrams
contributing
to the O(G^3/r^3)
classical potential

two-loop
level
G^3
at finite
energy

two-loop level arcsinh
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3PM computation (Bern-Cheung-Roiban-Shen-Solon-Zeng’19) 
using a combination of techniques:  generalized unitarity; BCJ double-copy; 2-loop amplitude of 

quasi-classical diagrams; EFT transcription (Cheung-Rothstein-Solon’18); 
resummation of PN-expanded integrals for potential-gravitons
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puzzling HE limits when compared to ACV and Akcay et al’12

instead of qACV
3 ⇡ +1�2

confirmations: 5PN (Bini-TD-Geralico’19); 6PN (Blümlein-Maier-Marquard-Schäfer’20,

             Bini-TD-Geralico’20); 3PM (Cheung-Solon’20, Kälin-Porto'20)

G^3 contrib. to H_EOB
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Conservative vs Radiation-reacted 
Classical Gravitational Scattering

Radiation-reaction effects enter scattering at G^3/c^5 (Bini-TD’12)

Radiation-reaction effects in scattering play a crucial role at high-energy
(DiVecchia-Heissenberg-Russo-Veneziano’20, TD’21, Hermann-Parra-Martinez-Ruf-Zeng’21,….) 
they resolve the puzzle of the discrepancy between the HE limit of
Amati-Ciafaloni-Veneziano’90(+ Ciafaloni-Colferai’14), and the G^3 result of Bern et al’19,20 
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Universality of ultra-relativistic gravitational scattering
from analyticity/crossing (DiVecchia-Heissenberg-Russo-Veneziano’20)  

IR
divergent

IR
finite

 ultra-relativistic eikonal phase: �(s, b) = �0(s, b) + �2(s, b)

universality of HE result = ACV, thanks to radiative effects

+ DiVecchia-Heissenberg-Russo-Veneziano’21:  Radiation Reaction from Soft Theorems 
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Radiation-Reaction Contribution to the (transverse)
Classical Scattering Angle at G^3 (TD 2010.01641)

�tot = �cons + �rad

where, to first order in Rad-Reac, one has (Bini-TD’12)

O(G^3)

O(G^2)  
[TD-Deruelle’81]

chi^cons=O(G^1)
O(G^3)O(G^4) DeWitt’71, Thorne’80

Kovacs-Thorne’77, Bel et al’81, 
Westpfahl’85
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with
retarded

propagator

with
retarded

propagator

Approach initiated long ago: Rosenblum’78 Westpfahl’79,’85 Portilla’80 Bel et al.’81
limited by the technical difficulty of computing the integrals beyond G^2, ie at G^2=2-loop.
Recently developed to compete with quantum-scattering approach: 
Kalin-Porto, Porto et al, Plefka et al, Dlapa-Kalin-Liu-Porto,…

Classical scattering perturbation theory
enhanced by using QFT integration methods 
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soft (radiationlike) gravitons

tail in
near-zone
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Puzzles Concerning Radiative Contributions

high-energy limits?
 G^3 energy loss too large
Conservative G^4 scattering diverges
cf ACV motivation: BH formation
in HE scattering 
low-energy discrepancy at 5PN between
Foffa-Sturani’19,21 Bluemlein et al’21 and Bini-TD-Geralico 

TF-constraint on 5PN O(nu^2) 
EFT radiative terms



A tale of many Green’s functions
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+ issues of: <in,out>; <in,in>, FWF, Schwinger-Keldysh,…

Within the <in,in> approach (which involves causal exchanges) Foffa-Sturani advocate
to extract the conservative part by taking the time symmetric part of the result

+ issue of scattering effects quadratic in radiation-reaction
+ issue of separating/combining conservative and radiative effects



Thank you Gabriele for having
opened new avenues in physics,
for having led the way in showing
how to attack some of the deepest
problems in gravitational physics,

for your guidance, 
for sharing your insights,
and for your friendship

Happy birthday!!


